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A. Introduction
I will be looking into how the crime rate changes when you look at different regions in England and

Wales. Crime has always been an interest of mine, I would like to know and understand how the crime

rate is in different in the regions I have looked at. Will there be an overall increase in crime while

comparing different regions, or will it be the individual crimes that alter the most? I will also be

interested in whether these rates have increased or decreased in the last 9 years, between the years of

2002 - 2010.

ln order to determine the relationship between the amount of crime and the regions lwill be looking at

the number of crimes in England and Wales. lwill be looking at the rates of L2 different crimes[t],

including the grand totals for crime, year and then everything put together. I also have 44 different

counties, which I have separated into 7 regions t'1. All together, I have a total of 5L48 pieces of data that I

can use in all different ways throughout my investigation.

ln order to ensure my investigation is fair and reliable, I have used all of my data from one source. All of
my data comes from the police force in England and Wales; they were used for the National Statistic

bulletin Crime which was published on the 15th of July 201-0. lwill not use any data from outside of this

source because there could be many things that are different between the data, making it unreliable. For

example, the data could have been collected at different times of the year, meaning the numbers are

different, mistakes could have been made on any of the databases, but if I only use one then it will not

affect my results, and also, different methods of collecting the data could have been used, which would

mean that the data could be unreliable.

I separated the 44 counties into regions so that the data would be more compressed and therefore

easier to read, understand and interpret. Doing this will allow me to look directly at the regions

independently, and then make tables, graphs, box and whisper diagrams etc. ln order to come to my

conclusion, and therefore answer my investigation question.

My general hypothesis is that there is going to one region that has an overall crime rate higher than the

other 6. However, I do not necessarily believe that this region will have all of the highest number of
crimes compared to the other regions; I believe that some regions will have the highest in one crime,

while others have the highest in another.

1 
Burglary in a building other than a dwelling, Burglary in a dwelling, Criminal damage, Drug offences, Fraud and

forgery, Offences against vehicles, Other offences, Othertheft offences, Robbery, Sexual offences, Violence against
a person with injury, Violence against a person without injury.
2 South West, East Midlands, Eastern, North East, North West, South East, Wales.
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Plan
. I have done an ¡nternet search to get a database of numerical data.

' I will separate my data into 7 regions so that they are easier to read, use and analyse.

' I will plot the grand totals of all T regions onto 7 box plots so I can compare the distributions of crime
in these 7 regions.

. I will then describe my findings and observations.

. I will plot scatter graphs of total number of crimes against year, each region.

. I willthen add a regression line to each of the graphs.

' I will then use equations and correlation coefficients in order to analyse the trends of each of my
scatter graphs.

' I will use my scatter graphs, equations and coefficients to make a prediction about the number of
crimes in 2010.

' I will separate my data into four sections; burglary, offences, violence and other.

' I will do two chi-squared tests of independence so that I can be more confident with my results.

' I will one chi-squared for burglary and offences, and the other for violence and other.

' I will do a chi-squared test of independence on my data in order to know whether the number of
crime is dependent on the region or not.
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B. Data
To get this data I had to do many differently phrased searches on the internet before I found anything. I

searched "Crime rates in the UK" and finally came across an interesting websitet3l, this website gave me

a link to an interactive map of the crime rates in the UK, but also to a excel file that gave me the number

of crimes for 44 different counties. lthen decided that instead of working with such a large number of
different places I would break it down into 7 different regions, these are the 7 regions that the database

gave me;
. South West
. East Midlands
. Eastern

. North East

. North West

. South East

. Wales

And also the 1-2 different crimes;
. Burglary in a building other than a dwelling
. Burglary in a dwelling
. Criminaldamage
. Drug offences
. Fraud and forgery
. Offences against vehicles
. Other offences
. Other theft offences
. Robbery
. Sexual offences
. Violence against a person with injury
. Violence against a person without injury.

I have used this data to plot both scatter graphs and box and whisper diagrams. Both of these graphs are

very important and useful when it comes to comparing the regions and crimes. These will allow me to

come to my conclusions and answer my questions.

3 http://rds. homeoffice.gov. u k/rds/soti. html
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Reqions Crimes 2002t03 2003t04 2004/0s 2005/06 2006t07 2007108 2008/09 2009/10
Grand
Total

Ø
o

=

o
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Burglary not
dwellinq 37365 35224 31274 29065 28450 26543 27624 24928 240473
Burglary in a
dwellinq 28084 23427 20649 17315 16137 17022 17077 15577 155468
Criminaldamaqe 75645 84340 85762 86070 90924 81294 73035 62415 639485
Drug offences 9506 10026 9890 11844 12820 12682 13667 1 3970 9/1405

Fraud & forqery 26470 22457 20045 17259 15180 9636 I 0430 9032 I 30s09
Offences against
vehicles 81 575 691 95 57452 52300 50272 441 15 37972 3O89B 423779
Other offences 3416 3594 3985 4989 4756 4377 4425 4893 34435
Theft offences 94795 93249 91 067 89246 906'12 82764 8081 9 74996 697548
Robbery 5172 4456 3504 3333 3224 2987 3072 2629 28377
Sexual offences 4326 4609 4766 4535 4622 4293 4230 4549
Violence w. iniury 27611 35540 40218 38897 36226 33733 31061 29465
Violence w/o iniury 32731 34409 39878 39330 42053 36976 35550 34840 295767
Total 426696 420526 408490 3941 83 395276 356422 338962 3081 92 3048927

U)ìcc
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p

Øo
r.u

Burglary not
dwellinq 46119 42569 366'17 31029 30512 28974 28613 25160
Burglary in a
dwellinq 24162 22916 '17960 1 5795 16191 14674 16020 14838
Criminaldamaqe 66380 70883 68722 67737 70111 64739 59585 52551
Druq offences 5545 5785 6393 7060 7469 8166 8630 9142
Fraud & forqerv 1 8348 1 8430 16740 13402 1 1051 9040 9074 8612 104697
Offences against
vehicles 57934 53124 43320 39544 3981 I 34716 33106 26696
Other offences 4298 4253 4263 4605 4369 4069 39'1 1 4018
Theft offences 7 1313 68594 64644 63238 62236 63243 60798 59796
Robberv 3823 4019 3249 3314 3351 2897 31 10 2863
Sexual offences 3668 3629 4029 3776 3589 JOC I 3563 3445
Violence w. iniury 25858 31259 33986 32820 30462 28926 25284 24492
Violence w/o iniurv 24105 23949 26185 25358 26378 26596 25983 26377
total 35f 553 349410 326108 307678 305537 289691 277677 2s7990

o
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Burglary not
dwellinq 37885 35788 31553 30836 29560 27616 26003 24464 243705
Burglary in a
dwellinq 25493 24944 20256 19429 19414 20309 21721 20158 171724
Criminaldamaqe 90558 9920 1 97426 94624 94295 82685 72900 63401
Druq offences 7295 7658 7989 9424 11343 13783 15292 14524
Fraud & forqery 27380 26945 23194 20990 1 8638 '13670 12974 10942 154733
Offences - vehicles 79358 72129 6017 1 59655 57084 51198 44890 37368 461853
Other offences 3847 4115 4529 5124 5430 4837 5'153 5068 38103
Theft offences 101761 103146 I 00540 99729 95527 8861 6 84895 B1 785 755999
Robbery 4672 4686 4287 4537 4856 4188 4194 3462 34882
Sexual offences 4449 4794 4599 531 1 4108 3806 3700 3754 34521
Violence w. iniurv 28629 35594 39714 37646 34207 29903 27 141 27482 260316
violence w/o iniury 32408 36828 38907 34908 36648 34411 32677 32598 279385
total 443735 455828 433165 422213 411110 375022 351 540 325006 3217619
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Burqlary not dwellinq 16771 13710 12566 12117 '10375 9762 8693
Burqlary in a dwellinq 16707 12469 9901 8532 7831 6330
Criminaldamaqe 5681 3 5551 5 40924 33734
Druq offences 7725 6782 6087 6981 7130 7802 7686

4512 3708 3814 3232
Offences - vehicles 39672 35588 28500 16844 127'12
Other offences 2952 2703 2392 3268 3137 3201 3112 2753

46423 41912 40220 37739
Robbery 2876 2578 1785 1631 1299 1 136 858
Sexualoffences 2215 2502 2013 1 555
Violence w. iniurv 19473 16501 1 5408

70400 56325 53534

18704

51670 44281 39096

Violence Mo

Burqlary not dwellinq 66037

1 5959

45447
Burqlary in a dwellinq 781 55 69765 5301 I 49382 47596 41941 43985 39640
Criminaldamaqe 188440 208965 208762 213439 207788 173255 1 54350 129467
Druq offences 19214 19207 28655 28359 3361 5 37437 37090
Fraud & Forqery 28838 34240 31 360 28017 22489 1 8833 19714 18497
Offences - vehicles 155107 "t42827 124735 122909 1 1 9538 95004 84506 68946
Other offences 9590 10221 9821 13251 12513 11392 11348 1 0631
Theft offences 1 61 358 160744 152732 152697 149310 145822 140334 129704
Robbery 16196 13916 11629 12264 12506 1 0875 10417 891 9
Sexual offences 7627 8640 8346 8241 7357 6983 6349 6747
Violence w. iniury 61447 75516 77073 81438 73114 63171 5661 6 51874

49773

52462

59090

51171

73727

46487

72770

46178 40467

60364

38769

56684

Burqlary not dwellinq

Violence w/o i u 72195

43993

64641

40422 359949
Burglary in a dwellinq 40606 40879 34629 33576 32706 30098 30458 28493 271445
Criminaldamaqe 136714 160777 162923 162665 170023 148903 '135499 1 1 5639 1193',143
Drug offences I 6676 16905 17357 20328 21707 25807 24601 24798 168179
Fraud & Forgery 39344 39349 38227 32562 35325 26319 27574 26233 264933
Offences - vehicles 124507 116002 1 01 006 98597 97725 83198 75656 65085 761776
Other offences 7305 7312 7405 8495 8739 8363 8960 8879 65458
Other theft offences 166932 173139 169622 170428 168723 1 58082 157957 149858 131474',1

Robbery 6538 6542 5801 5899 6388 5639 5986 5478 48271
Sexual offences 7546 8444 9344 9167 8989 8059 7903 8048 67500
Violence w. iniury 3689't 51198 62527 631 31 61310 57284 54601 52957 439899
Violence w/o iniury 55602 62203 70485 77459 90382 88383 79043 75985 599542
Total 691123 733921 725813 728485 746010 680557 648705 600222 5554836
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Reqions Crimes 2002t03 2003t04 2004t05 2005/06 2006t07 2007108 2008/09 2009110

Burqlary not dwellinq 21885 20770 17589 1 6308 161 96 15323 1517 5 14958

Burqlarv in a dwellinq 14954 13902 11687 10010 1 0578 11298 10462 10092

Criminaldamaqe 66060 66268 64345 64044 65053 59790 56693 49323 491576

Druq offences 10265 9509 9197 9498 10528 12701 13326 13517

Fraud & forqery 12194 1 0654 9210 7485 6442 5672 6587 5782
Offences against
vehicles 54550 52543 44687 42818 41429 34891 32298 27118 1a^aa^

Other offences 3807 3327 3346 3665 3638 3381 3386 3380

Theft offences 54119 5551 5 50521 47770 47 140 47358 47607 47260

Robberv 1377 1280 1 084 1137 1354 1260 1215 1011

Sexual offences 2435 2481 2623 2697 2448 2574 2455 2463

Violence w. iniury 27 184 28451 28746 29283 26264 23539 22915 21987

Violence w/o iniury 25950 24563 24589 23309 27403 25836 24495 24500

Total 294780 289263 258024 258473 243623 236614 2069792

This is the data that I have received from the police, and then sorted into my own chosen categories

I have used this data to calculate the mean, Range, Upper and Lower Quartiles of all of the regions and

years by creating box and whisper diagrams. Both the diagrams and the information from these will be

very useful when it comes to finding out information and statistics about my investigation.
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C. Analysis of the number of crimes
ln order to show and compare my data I will display the results in three different ways;

Box and Whisker diagrams

Scatter graphs

Chi-squared test

Grand totals

200000

- Shows numerical data through 5 different number summaries;
smallest observation, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, largest
observation. Box and whisker diagrams are non-parametric so they
show data without any assumptions of the underlying statistics or
reasons.

- A mathematical diagram using coordinates from two variables to plot them on
a graph in order to be able to make conclusions and see trends. Scatter graphs
are used to work out the correlations within pieces of data.
- A statistics hypothesis test, it uses all the data that has been collected and
different calculations in order to reach the conclusion as to whether the null
hypothesis is correct (see page 16)

East
Eâstern
North
NDnh
south
lt!ales

Regiø

4m000 600000 m0000
Crime rar6

1000000 120ú000 140m00

This is a box plot representing the Grand totals for all 7 regions. lt is easy to see just by glancing at this

graph that the region with the most crimes in total is the North West, closely followed by the South East.

Using these box and whisker diagrams I have been able to find out 7 different pieces of information ta1

(see appendix 1), The mean for North West is 51-3462, which is the highest.

The region with the smallest grand total of crime is the North EasU ít is reasonably smaller than any of

the others and also has the smallest mean, with a value of 1-29722.1n the North East they could have

o 
Range, Mean, Standard Deviation, Range, Lower Quartile, Median, Upper euartile
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different methods of reducing amount of crime, that are more effective than the rest of the United

Kingdom. The North East might also simply be an area with less crime.

Regions
Looking at the regions separately, I am going to see whether or not the amount of crime have decreased

over the years. From looking at the data I have collected (see appendix 1) I can come to quick

judgements about my data. For example when looking at mean, the region with the highest mean is the

South West, with a mean of 254077, and the one with the lowest is the North East, with a mean of

L29722; without doing extra research into these areas and crimes I cannot state with confidence why

there is such a difference between these two reasons, but I can estimate that it is down to the different

levels of security which alter the rates.

ln order to come to better conclusions I am going to do a scatter graph for every region and then use a

regression line, so that I can clearly see the trend.

Linear regressions
A regression line is used to model a relationship between two variables, it allow forecasting/predicting of

the events to come, depending on the data. lt is the method of fitting a line of a set of data and then

finding the equation of the line, the regression line is often known as the line of best fit. To calculate the

regression line, you draw a straight line that has the smallest distance from the points on the scatter

graph, to the line. I will use regression lines to outline the trends and therefore make a reliable

prediction on what is to happen to the number of crimes in the years to come.
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This graph shows the change in the amount of crime U",ï".n the years of 2[O2and 20L0 for the North
East. As you can see there is a decrease, meaning that there has been less crime as the years go on. The
equation for the regression line is y= 1.41x104x + 2.85x107 and the correlation coefficient -0.9867,

because the number is so close to L, it means that it is a very strong, negative correlation. I have used a
regression line to show how the decrease has happened over the years, it clearly shows a trend of
decrease.

Prediction
By using the scatter graph and the regression lines I have been able to
predict that the amount of crime will continue to decrease gradually until a

certain point. I can use the regression line to predict number of crimes in

2020, however when I look at my graph it says that the amount of crime is

going to be negative, which is impossible, so this trend isn't very reliable.
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This graph shows the change in the amount of time between the years of 2OO2 and 201-0 for the South

East. There is both a slight increase and decrease, but overall the crime rate does go down a small

amount. The equation for the regressions line is y=-1.41x10ax + 2.89x107 and the correlation coefficient

of this region is -0.6879, which means that it is a weak negative correlation. Under normal circumstances

a regression line probably would not be necessary here, but I have used one so that I can see the trend

of the amount of crime in this region.

Prediction
From looking at this graph and the regression line I can see the trend, the

regression line for the South East isn't as sharp as the one for the North

East, implying that the amount of crime is decreasing slower as the time

passes. The crime rate for 2020is around 300000, which is half as small as

600222 in 2009.
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Eastern
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The graph shows the change in the amount of crime between the years of 2OO2 and 20j.0 for the Eastern
region of the UK. The values go down as the years go one, so it shows that the crime rate has decreased
in the years. The equation for the regression line is y = -1.33"104x + 3.7LxlO7 correlation coefficient for
this region is -0.9592, which is a very strong, negative correlat¡on. I have used a line of best fit on this
graph because it shows the decrease in the rate well and makes it clear that the pattern will continue.

Prediction
As before, I have used the regression lines to come to my conclusion about
trend of my data. The regression line is steeper than the regression line for
south East, but not as steep as the North East. From the regression line I can
predict that in 2020 the amount of crime will be about i.i.0000, which is

smaller the in the south East. The trend gradually decreases, which allows
to believe that ¡t is fairly reliable. However it is difficult to be completely
curtain about the trend, because there is no way of telling exactly what is

to happen.

the

the

me

gorng
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South West
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This graph shows the change in the amount of crime between the years of 2OO2 and 2010 for South

West. The values decrease, showing the crime rate decreasing. The equation for this regression line is
y = -1.66x104x + 3.36x1O7 and the correlation coefficient for this region is -0.9628, which is a very strong,

negative correlation. I used a line of best fit for this graph because it will show the decrease in the crime

rate the best possible way.

Prediction
Again with this regression line it is obvious that there is a gradual decrease. From

looking at this trend I have predicted that the crime rate in 2020 will be around

1-20000, as before I can be fairly confident with this trend, but I can never be l-00%

su re.
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East Midlands
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This is a graph showing the amount of crime between the years of 2002 and 2O1O for the East M id lands.

The amount of crime decrease as the time goes past. The equation for the regression line is
y = -1.34x104x+2.72x1O7 and the correlation coefficient for this region is -0.9891, which is a very strong,

negative correlation. I have used a regression line to show easily and effectively how the rates decrease
over the time.

Prediction
My prediction of the amount of crime in 2020 for the East Midlands is around
LL0000, the gradual decrease allows me to be moderately confident with the trend.

:l----

________+__
2020
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This graph shows the amount of crime between the years of 2002 and 2010 for Wales, it decreases, just

like with all of the other regions, the crime rate decreases over the years. The equation for the

regression line is y= -1.01x10ax + 2.05x107 and the correlation coefficient for this region is -0.9843, which

is a very strong, negative correlation. The use of a line of best fit shows the decrease of the number of

crimes simply and easily.

Prediction
From looking at the regression line and points on this scatter graph I have been able

conclude and predict what happens to the amount of crime over a certain period of
time. lf I look at the trend l'll be able to predict that in 2020 the number of crimes in

Wales will be about 11-0000.

to

--1
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North West
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This graph shows the amount of crime between the years of 2OO2 and 20L0 in the North West. Just like

in all of the other regions, the amount of crime decreases over time. The correlation coefficient for this

region is -0.9238, which is a very strong, negative correlation. The use of a line of best fit shows the

decrease over time.

Prediction
From looking at this graph I can use the regression line to look at the trend of the amount of crime, just
like all the oth er 6 regions there is a grad ual decrease. ln 2O2O the amou nt of crime in th is region will be

around 200000.

Overall prediction
All of these regions show a gradual decrease in the number of crimes. Following the trends that the
regression lines provide shows that in the following years after 2010 the amount of crime should

continue to decrease. The trend that shows in these graphs suggests that the crime rate will decrease
gradually untilthey reach zero -and then continue into negative numbers, - but in realitythis isn't
possible, and it is most likely that it will decrease at a similar rate for a few years before flattening off
and remaining more or less the same. Another thing that isn't possible in reality is that the line will be

conrpletely straight all the way dowrr, there are always going to be sudden increases and decreases that
makes the regression line spiky rather than one solid, straight line.
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The Exponential model
Itried to model my data with an exponentialfunction for my project, but because of the large numbers I

have from my data, it was too difficult to get the exponential line to correspond with my data, so I was

unable to complete the graph. However, if I was able to finish, the graph would have shown that the

data would have gotten close to zero, but never reached it, which is a more reliable prediction than the

ones I got from the seven graphs above.
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Chi-squared Test (X2)
A chi-squared test is used to determine if there is a "significant difference between the expected
frequencies and the observed frequencies."[s] lt also determines the relationship between one category
and the other. For example in my investigation, the chi-squared test willdetermine the relationship
between the number of crimes and the region, the end result willtell me whether these things are
dependent on one another or not.

To start a chi-squared test you need your results in a table,

Violence Other Total
South West 1 093489 588549 56851 B 79837 1

926011 449584 43801 B 652031 2465644
Eastern 1171428 621785 539701 884705 3217619

522910 305305 262867 465579 1 556661

North West 2042973 1 285898 1 049493 1783176 61 61 540
South East 1 9461 35 1062913 1039441 1506347 5554836
Wales 628477 466981 409014 565320 2069792
Total 4781015 4307052 6655529 24075019

This is the table of results that I will be using for my chi-squared test. I have cut the 12 different crimes
into 4 categories, otherwise the test would have been so big that the conclusion from it would not have
been any use to me, and I would not have been able to make accurate and reliable conclusions from it.

The next step of the chi-squared test is then to determine the degrees of freedom. You use this equation
to work it out:

(N" of rows - 1) * (No of columns - 1)

Soformyinvestigationthedegreeof freedomisgoingtobel-8, (7-Il* (4-1)=6*3= j_8. lwill usethis
value later on with the critical value table when I have all my results for the chi-squared test.

Allof the observed frequencies, in this case are the numbers in white. You'llwant to find out the
observed frequencies for all of the regions, and all the crimes, the easiest way to do this is to set it out
with all the possibilities:

a South west

o + Burglary

o + Offences

o + Violence

o + Other

= 1093289

= 588549

= 568518

= 798371,

s 
htt p://www.e nv i ro I ite ra c y .o r g,/ pdf / mate ri a ls/1 2 10. pdf
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Do this for all the regions. Then you want to find the expected frequencies and to do this you need to do

Total of region * total of críme
Grand total

I have used this equation to work out the expected frequencies of all 28 possibilities.

a

a

South West

o + Burglary

o + Offences

o + Violence

o + Other

= (3048927*8331,4231 / 240750L9

= (3048927*478115) / 240750L9

= (3048927*4307053) / 24O750L9

= (3048927*6655529) / 240750L9

= t055LL4.454

= 6055480.964

= 545456.979

= 842874.602

Once you have the observed frequencies and the expected frequencies you have to find the difference

and then square it, before dividing this value by the expected frequency.

South West

o + Burglary

o + Offences

= L093489 - 10551L4.454 = 38374.55

o 38374.552 = 1472605761,91
. 1472605761,911 1055114.454 = 1395.68

= 588549 - 6055480.964 = -16931.96

o -16931.962 = 286691416.81
. 286691416.81/6055480.964 = 473.49

= 568518 - 545456.979 = 23061.02
o 23061.02" = 531810689.38

. 531810689.38/545456.979 = 974.98

= 7 8937 1 - 84287 4.602 = 44503.60
o 44503.602 = 1980570626.52

. I 980570626.521842874.602 = 2349.78

o + Violence

o + Other

NOTE: if the total of all of the differences does not equal 0 then you have done something wrong.

To then find the calculated chi-squared result you have to add allof the final numbers together. Once you

have this number you have to compare it to the critical value of chi-squared which is given to you in the

critical value table (see appendix 2). Using the critical value table is pretty simple; you use the degree of
freedom that you should have already calculated to know which column to look at. For the row, it is most

common to look at 5% (0.95), because then it means the results will be 95% 'true'.

The point of the critical value table is to that you can determine whether your result sticks to the null

hypothesis, or whether it sticks to the alternative hypothesis. lf the calculated value of X2 is bigger than the

critical value then your result is according to the alternative hypothesis.

Null hypothesis - The amount of crime is not dependent on the regions,
Alternative hypothesis - The amount of crime is dependent on the regions
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My chi-squarecl resnlts
Observed
frequencv

Expected
Frequency Difference (fo-fe) (fo-fe)' (fo-fe)'/fe

South West and Burqlary '1093489 1055114,454 38374,55 1472605761,91 1395,68
South West and Offences 588549 605480,9644 -16931,96 286691416,81 473,49
South West and Violence 56851 B 545456,979 23061,02 531810689,38 974,98
South West and Other 79837 1 842874,6024 -44503,60 1 980570626,52 2349,78
East Midlands and
Burglary 926011 853263,008'1 72747,99 5292270329,06 6202.39
East Midlands and
Offences 449584 489647,8357 -40063,84 '16051 '10933,90 3278.09
East Midlands and
Violence 43801 8 441 106,8968 -3088,90 9541283,44 21,63
East Midlands and Other 65203 1 681626,2594 -29595,26 875879378,27 1284,98

3356561 395,34 3014,45

2243.32

25,95
North East and Burqlary 522910 538699,5233 -15789,52 249309045,86 462.80
North East and Offences 305305 309134,5262 -3829,53 14665270,63 47,44
North East and Violence 262867 278488,6638 -15621 ,66 244036381.31 876,29
Norlh East and Other 465579 430338,2867 35240,71 1241907874,07 2885,89
North West and Burqlary 2042973 2132268,144 -89295,14 7973622679,11 3739,50
North West and Offences 1 285898 1223609.218 62288,78 3879892408,71 3170,86
North West and Violence 1049493 1102307,466 -52814,47 2789367785,03 2530,48
North West and Other 1783176 1703355,173 79820,83 6371364416,7 5 3740,48
South East and Burglary 1 9461 35 1922311,605 23823,40 567554154,61 295,25
South East and Offences 1 06291 3 1103124,954 -40211,95 1617001283,30 1465,84
South East and Violence 1039441 993767,3363 45673,66 2086083554,00 2099,17
South East and Other 1506347 1535632,104 -29285,10 857617334,38 558,48
Wales and Burqlary 628477 716274,1045 -87797,10 770833'1551,08 10761,71
Wales and Offences 466981 411036.2945 55944,71 3129810077,65 7614,44
Wales and Violence 409014 370288,4626 38725,54 1499667244,96 4050,00
Wales and Other 565320 5721 93,1 385 -6873,14 47240032,22 82,56

0,00 x, - 66108,70
Because my degree of freedom is l-8, and lwant to look at 5% on the criticalvalue table lcan see that
the critical value for X2 is 28.869. Comparing this to the calculated value of 66108.70 it is very obvious
that there is strong relationship between the amount of crime and the region. Seeing as the two values

are so far apart it gives me a high confidence in the result, and I feel that it is correct that these two
variables are related.
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Smaller chi-squared result
Seeing as I calculated such a large (yet correct) number for the chi-squared test, I have decided that it

would be more appropriate and accurate if I broke my chi-squared down into two groups of two, rather

than one group of one. I have decided to do this so that I can see easier and make more reliable

conclusions on my data. ln order to do this, I will keep all the regions together and do the first test with

Burglary and Offences, and the second with Violence and Other.

Burglary and Offences

These are the results that I received for the test with Burglary and Offences. Because my table is2x7 my

degree of freedom will be 6, this means that my critical value is 1.2.592. There is still a large difference

between the calculated value and the critical, this means that we ignore the null hypothesis and take the

alternative hypothesis. The difference being so large also gives me confidence in my answer and allows

Burqlary Offences Total

I 093489 588549

926011 449584 1 375595

1171428 621785

North East 522910 305305 828215

North West 2042973 '1285898 3328871

South East '1 946135 1 06291 3 3009048

Wales 628477 466981 '1095458

Total 8331423 4781015 13112438

Observed
freouencv

Expected
Frequencv

Difference (fo-
fe) (fo-fe)' (fo-fe)'/fe

South west and Burglary 1 093489 1068738,711 24750.28947 612576828.7 573.1774
East Midlands and
Burqlary 926011 874029,9723 51981 ,02772 2702027243 309'1,4583

Eastern and Burqlary 1171428 1139377,439 32050,56065 1027238438 901.5787

North East and Burglary 522910 526233,9086 -3323,908595 1 1048368,35 20,9952

North West and Burqlary 2042973 2115108,755 -72135,75502 5203567152 2460,1 889

South East and Burqlary 1 9461 35 191 1898,589 34236,41064 1172131813 613,0722

Wales and Burqlarv 628477 696035,6249 -67558,62486 4564167793 6557,3767

South west and Offences 588549 613299,2895 -24750,28947 612576828,7 998,8220
East Midlands and
Offences 449584 501565,0277 -5'1981 ,02772 2702027243 5387.1923

Eastern and Offences 621785 653835,5606 -32050,56065 1027238438 '1571,0960

North East and Offences 305305 301981,0914 3323,908595 1 1048368,35 36,5863

Norht West and Offences 1 285898 1213762,245 72135,75502 5203567152 4287,1387

South East and Offences 1 06291 3 1097149,411 -34236,41064 1172131813 1068,3429

Wales and Offences 466981 399422,3751 67558,62486 4564167793 11426,9207

X2 calc value =

X'crit value =

38993,9463
12.592
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me to believe that there is no way the burglary and Offence crime cannot be dependent on the region

The amount of burglary and offences are dependent on the region.

Violence and Other.

Violence Other Total

56851 8 79837 1

43801 8 652031 I 090049

53970 1 884705

North East 262867 465579 728446
North West I 049493 1783176

South East 1039441 1506347 2545788
Wales 409014 565320 974334
Total 4307052 6655529 10962581

These are the results that I calculated for Violence and Other crimes. Just like with the test before the
degree of freedom is 6 because it is a 2 x 7 table. This means that the critical value for this is the same as

the one before; 1,2.592. Again, just like above, it is obvious because of the huge difference in numbers
that the null hypothesis is wrong and the alternative hypothesis is right. The amount of violence and

other crimes are dependent on region.

Validity
The chi-squared test is a very valid test; it uses calculations to provide an answer on whether or not it is

dependent. This test is valid because it is a well respected form of determining the dependence, and it is

Observed
frequency

Expected
FrequencV

Difference (fo-
fe) (fo-fe)' (fo-fe)'/fe

South West and Violence 56851 I 537032,4745 31485,52551 991338316,6 1 845,956
East Midlands and
Violence 43801 8 428265,7273 9752.272655 95106821 ,93 222,074324
Eastern and Violence 539701 559630,1 374 -1 9929,1 3738 397170516,9 709,701802
North East and Violence 262867 286196.727 -23329,72696 544276159,8 190'1,75536
North West and Violence 1049493 1112917,905 -63424,90517 4022718596 3614,56903
South East and Violence 1039441 1 000206,1 83 39234,81708 1 539370871 1539,05354
Wales and Violence 409014 382802,8457 26211,15427 687024608.1 1794,72179
South West and Other 79837 1 829856,5255 -31485.52551 991338316.6 '1 194,59001
East Midlands and Other 652031 661783,2727 -9752,272655 95106821,93 143,712943
Eastern and Other 884705 864775,8626 1 9929, 13738 397170516,9 459,275674
North East and Other 465579 442249,273 23329,72696 544276159,8 1230,69995
North West and Other 1783176 1719751.095 63424,90517 4022718596 2339,1 2838
South East and Other 1506347 1545581,817 -39234,81708 153937087 1 995,981484
Wales and Other 565320 591 531,1 543 -26211,15427 687024608.1 1161,43436

X'calc value =
X'crit value =

19152,6547
12.592
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simple to understand and use with nearly all types of data. However I question the validity of this test,

with my investigation, the numbers are so large that seems very unlikely that my variables will be

independent, smalldif add up. lcould have divided allof the data that I received by L000 so thatthe
data I have with would be smaller. This would have meant that the calculated value would have been a

lot smaller, and therefore the results might have been more easily interoperated.
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Conclusion
I have had to use all of the data that I have collected, and all the graphs and tests that I have done on it
to come to the conclusion about whether or not the amount of crime is dependent on the region. After
doing this investigation I have come to the conclusion that the amount of crime is dependent on the
region.

The chi-squared test of independence was one of the major tests that helped me reach this conclusion,

seeing as the calculated value and the critical value are so far apart it means that there is no way that
these two variables cannot be linked, so I am extremely confident with my conclusion.

Looking at the box and whisker diagram, and then all of the scatter graphs and regression lines it is
obvious that there are different ranges for different regions, showing that the amount of crime changes

according to the region. Using regression lines is a valid way of discovering the trend and therefore the
correct conclusion, regression lines use all of the data they are given and generate a line showing the
generaltrend of this information. However, there are limitations, in my investigation it is impossible for
the number of crimes to get to zero, or to go below, but with the regression lines it continues decreasing,

meaning eventually ¡t does get the number that are impossible for my investigation. What would really

happen is it would continue decreasing at a gradual rate until it reaches a certain point, and then it will
stop decreasing. Also, it might not actually be a completely straight line down to this point, there will
always be sudden increases and falls that means the line will not be straight.

I believe that allof the process lhave done throughout my investigation has allowed me to reach a good,

reliable conclusion about the amount of crime in Britain and Wales. lf I was to do this investigation again

there isn't anything I would change, because seeing as I didn't collect the data myself there would not be

a problem with that. lt would have been practically impossible for me to gather information about the
amount of crime; I believe that getting my data off the internet was the simplest, but also most reliable
way of doing it.

The validity of my conclusion is affected by the validity of the chi-squared test, if I could be certain about
its reliability and whether or not it is valid would have made my conclusion more valid. However, I think
that using the data source that I did to get all the crime numbers improves the validity. I trust the
website that lgot my data from because it has allof the information of crimes and amount of crime all

over the UK for many different things. All of the data that is given I calculated by local police, so they are
going to know about the crime that is happening in their region. Another reason why I trust this source

is because it is collected and calculated by the Home Office, which is the leading government for many

times such as; immigration, drug policies, counter-terrorism and crime.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

South East 462903 +06 92669.8 315697 721218
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Possible Scores for the Crime Rate Project

New criteria
Justification
Plan is highly detailed
No description of the sampling
process is given

The new criteria make this possible
At least one further process and all
processes are correct.

As before

Considering the previous
justificatìon

Considerìng the previous
justification

As above

\ra

Mark
3/3
2/3

s/s

2/z

rll

3/3

)l)

T7

Old Criteria
Justification

planClear title, description of task and

Candidate had fc,und extensive and relevant data sufficient in both
quality and quantity. Data is organised and ready for use. Candidate has

ons to held data in tou

Simple processes¡ averages, box and whisker diagrams. Chi2 and
regression lines clone and correct and relevant. The student has discussed
the validity of thr: chi2 test when big numbers are used. Also, the
candidate might consider that these are crime frequencies and not rates.
This does not make the test irrelevant though and the candidate is
penalised in D for not considering th¡s in the interpretation. processes are
relevant and correct.

candidate correctly ¡nterprets most results in the project. As mentionecl
above, the candirjate does not achieve 'comprehensive discussion' I

would have expected comment on the fact that data was crime frequency
pleand not rate for exam

Candidate considers validity of linear model leading to zero or negative
predictions. Canclidate also discusses the impact of big numbers on chi2
independence tests. On reflection this may even have been enough to
award 2 here.
Project follows logical structure, uses correct notation and reads well. lt is
a good piece of urork. Note, the candidate does use * for multiply on a

couple of occasions. This does not detract from the feel and I site the first
example project in the TSM from IBO where candidate does the same and
is still awarded 3. I am aware it is not always appropriate to include whole
database in the body of the project, but in this case it is part of a section
on data and is not so long as to detract from the flow of the project.
Candidate embraced the whole idea of project work, met obligations and
produced a good bit of work.

Project
Mark

2

3

4

2

!

3

2

L7

Project 2

Name
lntroduction

lnformation /
measurement

Mathematical
a nalysis

lnterpretation
of Results

Validity

Structure and

communicatio
n

Commitment

Name

Stra nd
t

2

3

4

5

6

7

ScoreTotal
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